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We work every day for a better tomorrow, with an orientation to the 
market and global needs, developing sustainable projects suitable for 
an informed and price-conscious consumer. A conscious orientation for a 
safer future.

Only after the last tree is cut down, only after the last lake is polluted, 
only after the last fish is caught, you will realize that money cannot be 
eaten. 

-Sitting Bullp, chief of the Sioux tribe

I believe that having the land and not ruining it is the most beautiful 
art form you could wish for.

-Andy Warhol

The world is a beautiful place and for it is worth fighting for. 

-Albert Einstein
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Simplicity and Tradition

Natural Chemistry

Our Method
OUR VALUES

Our choices are guided by the desire to create advanced products that do not 

contain harmful substances and that negatively affect the world in which we all live.

Organic and Simple and effective formulas, enriched with increasingly innovative 

natural active ingredients while respecting the environment and the person.  

The documents that certify our choices are available to the consumer, the distributor 

and all the companies that with us decide to develop products under their brand.

Contact: info@zecagroup.com

Natura Amica products are completely free of harmful chemicals, based only on natural and mineral 
active ingredients. Our processes are organized and controlled by external bodies responsible for the 
certification of manufacturing companies like us.

Quality

Organic and 
Biodegradable
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OUR CERTIFICATIONS:

Certified company with quality system ISO:9001:2015

Certificate number: 58620/A/0001/UK/IT

ISO 9001:2015

NATURAL INGREDIENTS: we use natural active ingredients. 
Natural and environmentally friendly ingredients.
We have always been against animal testing.

WE DON’T USE: parabeni, mineral oils, sodium laureth sulfate, 
phtalates, aluminium hydrochloride.

Organic Ecological Cosmetic Products.
Products with low environmental impact and able to protect the 
health of the consumer.

Codice identificativo: CA-ITA-100251

100251

Prodotti per la Detergenza Bio Ecologici.
Prodotti a basso impatto ambientale che agiscono rispettando 
l’ambiente e la persona.

Identification code: DA-ITA-100281

100281

Bio Ecological Pet Care Products. Products with low 
environmental impact and able to protect the health of the 
consumer.

Identification code: DA-ITA-100281

Products for Environmental Fragrance Bio Ecological. Products 
with low environmental impact that act respecting the 
environment and the person. 

Identification code: DA-ITA-100281

100281

100281
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CHOOSE TO MINIMIZE RISKS 
TO YOUR HEALTH AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT BY USING 

BIODEGRADABLE AND 
PLANT-BASED PRODUCTS 

THAT DO NOT POLLUTE
NATURE

With Natura Amica you choose much more than just a product. Embrace an 
eco-sustainable philosophy of life and a new concept of care for you, for those 
you love and for Nature.

Gino is the positive thought/stimulus/force that guides our way of living and 

acting. He is the child we should look after and leave a cleaner world and a 

better future. You can find it on many of our products to remind us to respect 

Nature and the world that hosts us. 

When you choose Natura Amica you do it because you live 

the Planet as a common good and you strive every day to 

make it a better place for yourself, for others and for the 

future to come.

           Thank you, Gino.

Why do you choose Natura Amica?

NATURA AMICA DOES NOT 
USE DYES AND OPTICAL 

BRIGHTENERS

NATURA AMICA CERTIFICATIONS 
GUARANTEE TRANSPARENCY 

AND QUALITY. CERTIFIED 
PRODUCTS ARE:
CRUELTY FREE

VEGAN QUALITY
BIOLOGICAL

NICKEL LESS THAN 
0,0001%

PAY ATTENTION
NOT TO WASTE OR POLLUTE 

THE WATER AND AIR WE 
BREATHE AND LIMIT THE 
USE OF PLASTIC TO THE 
MAXIMUM PREFERRING 

ECOLOGICAL MATERIALS AND
RECYCLABLE.

YOU LOVE INNOVATION
AND THINK ABOUT 
A BETTER FUTURE 

WHILE RESPECTING THE 
ENVIRONMENT
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We chose powders because...

Our Dream

To minimize water waste we use powdered active ingredients that do not require the 

addition of synthetic preservatives and stabilizers harmful to the environment. You 

add water when you use the product.

And then why...

So we use less plastic for packaging and therefore less waste.

We occupy less volume during transport.

healthier world

We assure you an expense
lighter and more convenient.

Our packaging
they are compact, pleasant
to the touch and resealable.

less
CO2

less
pollution

less
traffic
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A story that begins back in time. A story that comes from Maja and Stefano Antonio 

and their dream of a return to natural origins and processes. The dream of creating 

a better future for their children and their community. A story that starts from 

Piacenza, a town enclosed in those hills and countryside of Emilia Romagna where 

Maja and Stefano Antonio were born and raised.

Stefano Antonio’s revolution was born one day in 1996, from his passion for 

chemistry. A leap from teaching to entrepreneurship. The dream of a possible union 

between scientific knowledge and natural processes handed down from ancient 

traditions.

A day from which Stefano Antonio and 

Maja have never stopped looking for and 

experimenting with solutions and processes 

in which nature and progress could live 

together. A dream of conscious enterprise 

that over the years has also seen his son 

Paolo join and that today, through Natura 

Amica, offers products with only natural 

ingredients. organic and sustainable. 

Because dreams sometimes come true. 

And nature is always Friendly.
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Personal Personal CARE
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MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS,
TOTALLY NATURAL.

DEODORANTS NATURALLY ACTIVE

All perfumes used in Natura Amica 

deodorants are allergen-free. 

The references WITHOUT PERFUME are 

tested and suitable for sensitive and delicate 

skin. 

IDEAL FOR ALL SKINS. 

Natura Amica deodorants do not contain Alcohol, 

Parabens and Aluminum Hydrochloride for 

respect the skin. The only preservatives that  we 

use are vegetable and natural. 
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NATURAL VAPO DEODORANTS
Vapo deodorants have an extremely 

gentle formulation without any harmful 

excipient. They are the perfect balance 

between water and salt with a strong 

presence of vegetable glycerin that 

moisturizes and nourishes the skin.

8017116204002

PF20400

FRAGANCE FREE
100 ml 

0% Alcohol, Parabens,
Aluminum 

Hydrochloride
Allergen Free

with Natural Salt and 
Vegetable Glycerin

Effective 24H
Nickel Tested

8017116207034

PF20703

WHITE MUSK
100 ml 

8017116206006

PF20600

OUD
100 ml

8017116204224

PF20422

GREEN TEA
100 ml 

8017116207003

PF20700

MARINE BREEZE
100 ml

8017116205009

PF20500

TALC
100 ml

PF20433

LAVENDER
100 ml

8017116204330

8017116204057

PF20405

FRAGANCE FREE
75 ml 

0% Alcohol, Parabens,
Aluminum 

Hydrochloride
Allergen Free

with Natural Salt and 
Vegetable Glycerin

Effective 24H
Nickel Tested
Does not stain

Roll-on deodorants have a 

formulation enriched with 

vegetable glycerin that creates a 

film that eliminates bacteria.

ROLL-ON DEODORANTS

8017116204231

PF20423

GREEN TEA
75 ml 

8017116204095

PF20409

WHITE MUSK
75 ml 

8017116204088

PF20408

OUD
75 ml 

8017116207027

PF20702

MARINE BREEZE
75 ml 

PF20502

TALC
75 ml 

8017116205023 8017116204347

PF20434

LAVENDER
75 ml 
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The effectiveness is guaranteed by the combination of Alum Rock and 

Organic Aloe, two natural ingredients useful for moisturizing, soothing 

and protecting the skin of the most delicate skin.  

ORGANIC LUX DEODORANTS

Organic Certificated

ALOE
100 ml 

GREEN TEA
100 ml

TALC
100 ml 

LAVENDER
100 ml 

MARINE BREEZE
100 ml 

ALUM ROCK SUITABLE FOR SENSITIVE SKIN 
DEODORANT

Without fragrance, it normalizes perspiration 

and refreshes the skin respecting its natural 

physiological component.  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: moisten the crystal 

and pass it under the armpits. 

DURATION: 2 years from opening. 

DEODORANT
STICK NEUTRO
60 gr 

Natural mineral salt with sanitizing and astringent properties, suitable after shaving. Refreshes and tones the skin. 
Its natural hemostatic effect helps to heal the skin.  
DURATION: 2 years from opening. 

AFTER SHAVE

CRYSTAL 
AFTER SHAVE
90 gr

STICK
AFTER SHAVE
5 gr x 3 
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*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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VANILLA AND MUSK
100 ml 

0% Alcohol, Parabens, 
Aluminum Hydrochloride 

Allergen Free 
With Natural Salt, 

Vegetable Glycerin and 
Organic Aloe 
Effective 24h  
Nickel Tested 

FRAGANCE-FREE
100 ml 

PF20002

PF20003PF20008



Foot Foot CARE
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THALASSOTHERAPY LINE

DETOX FOOT BATH

REGENERATING FOOT BATH

REBALANCING FOOT BATH

All the benefits of marine extracts and natural ingredients are contained in this new cosmetic line of healing foot 
baths, also suitable for professional uses.

Super concentrated powder formula based on Ghassoul (soapy clay native to Mount Atlas 
in Morocco), ideal for carrying out a light peeling by eliminating toxins from the skin surface. 
The presence of sea salts creates a real mix of antioxidant substances to regenerate the 
skin of the feet making it elastic, hydrated, velvety and fresh. 

Product suitable for professional hydromassage insole machines.

An innovative super concentrated powder formula 
based on raw materials of marine origin and 
natural softening agents to make the skin of the 
feet more elastic, hydrated, velvety and fresh. It 
contains a pleasant scent of Green Tea, Lactic Acid 
and Salicylic Acid to remove calluses and dry and 
cracked skin of feet and heels.
Product suitable for professional hydromassage 
insole machines.

Mix of minerals and antioxidant substances ideal 
for regenerating the skin of the feet making it 
more elastic, hydrated and fresh. Rice starch 
with its soothing properties is a panacea in the 
treatment of irritations, redness and dermatitis. 
Dissolve the product in warm water and leave 
your feet for 20 minutes. The skin will acquire 
softness and a pleasant scent of TALC.  
Product suitable for professional hydromassage 
insole machines.

8017116202145

8017116202169

8017116202152

PF52214
120 gr | 6 TREATMENTS

PF20216
120 gr | 6 TREATMENTS

PF52215
120 gr | 6 TREATMENTS

8017116202176

PF52217
150 gr | 8 TREATMENTS

8017116202190

PF20219
150 gr | 8 TREATMENTS

8017116202183

PF20218
150 gr | 8 TREATMENTS

MINT TEA 

TALC  

GREEN TEA 

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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It keeps the foot cool and dry for 24 hours, protecting the skin. Eliminates bad odors and counteracts excessive 
sweating. It can be used directly on socks and shoes. Refreshing, energizing and stimulating fragrance.  

Product suitable for professional hydromassage insole machines.
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150 gr, 8 TREATMENTS

150 gr, 8 TREATMENTS

150 gr, 8 TREATMENTS

0% Alcohol, Parabens and 
Aluminum Hydrochloride. 

Effective 24h. FOOT DEODORANTS

0% Alcohol, Parabens,
Aluminum HydrochlorideNATURAL FOOT BATHS

Ideal for tired and fatigued feet with excessive sweating. 
It helps prevent the formation of bad smell. It dissolves 
fatigue and gives precious microelements essential for 
good skin health. Makes the skin soft and velvety.
Product suitable for professional hydromassage insole 
machines.

Suitable for stressed and dehydrated feet. In addition to 
preventing the formation of bad odor, it dissolves fatigue 
and gives valuable microelements essential for good 
skin health. It helps to soothe redness and stimulates 
cell turnover by improving the quality and texture of the 
epidermis. 
Product suitable for professional hydromassage insole 
machines.

Gives a pleasant feeling of cleanliness and lightness to 
the feet and legs fatigued. Its innovative formula based 
on natural ingredients eliminates odors. 
Product suitable for professional hydromassage insole 
machines.

WITH ROCK ALUM AND CORNSTARCH
DEODORANT FOOT BATH

WITH LACTIC ACID AND MENTHOL
RELAXING FOOT BATH

WITH LAVENDER AND MENTHOL ESSENTIAL OIL
REFRESHING FOOT BATH

DEO FEET AND FOOT WEAR
MENTHOL
100 ml 

FEET AND FOOT WEAR POWDER
MENTHOL
120 gr 

120 gr, 6 TREATMENTS

120 gr, 6 TREATMENTS

120 gr, 6 TREATMENTS

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.



150 gr, 8 TREATMENTS

150 gr, 8 TREATMENTS
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Home Care



ORGANIC ECODETERGENTS
No more harmful detergents, annoying odors in the house, ruined pipes 
and appliances and health risks. Our products are concentrated powder, 
without harmful substances and without the unnecessary use of water. 
They are Natural Detergents.

Concentrated powder free 
of synthetic surfactants, 
harmful chemicals and optical 
brighteners.
AVOID UNNECESSARY 
WASTE OF WATER

Natura Amica products 
are born from the modern 
study of traditional cleaning 
methods.
SIMPLE

Only natural ingredients and 
minerals that act respecting 
the environment and the 
person.
NATURAL

12
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CITRIC ACID

SODIUM 
PERCARBONATE

NATURAL MULTIPURPOSE: SOFTENER, ANTI-LIMESCALE AND 
RINSE AID 

A single active ingredient, multiple uses: natural Citric Acid 
removes limescale from fabrics and surfaces, acts as a rinse aid 
for dishes and softener for cloths, leaving them naturally softer.  

PF20040
250 gr | 20 doses

STAIN REMOVER AND SANITIZER

Sodium Percarbonate by Natura Amica is a natural additive for 
a sanitizing and stain-removing action. To be used in addition 
to the normal detergent of Natura Amica to enhance the stain 
removal effectiveness.  

FREE

O2

PF20041
250 gr | 20 doses

NB: Before using our solid detergents, with a high concentration of washing power, it is strongly recommended to perform a 

cleaning of the appliance, carrying out at least one complete vacuum washing cycle, with our washing machine care, at high 

temperatures. After performing this operation our detergents will be ready to ensure maximum cleaning effectiveness.

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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WASHING MACHINE
FREE

O2

LYE

WITH NATURAL SOFTENER

Naturally effective against stains, concentrated powder. Free 
of harmful chemicals and optical brighteners. Sanitize, whiten 
and revive colors respecting the environment and the person. 
It reduces limescale residues inside the fibers and the washing 
machine, allowing it to last longer.

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.

From the simplest tradition comes Lye, a mixture of natural active 
ingredients to cleanse even the most difficult dirt without leaving 
toxic residues. It does not contain phosphorus compounds and 
optical brighteners ensuring an economical and ecological 
washing.

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.

PF20043
250 gr | 20 loads

NB: Before using our solid detergents, with a high concentration of washing power, it is strongly recommended to perform a 

cleaning of the appliance, carrying out at least one complete vacuum washing cycle, with our washing machine care, at high 

temperatures. After performing this operation our detergents will be ready to ensure maximum cleaning effectiveness.

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.

PF20039
250 gr | 20 loads
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CHILDREN’S NATURAL 
DETERGENT

MARSEILLE SOAP 
AND BICARBONATE

Sodium bicarbonate has a degreasing and anti-limescale action. 
The natural Marseille Soap cleanses dirt respecting the garments, 
even the most delicate ones.

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.

Produced without fragrance, concentrated in powder, specific for 
washing children’s garments. Its formula, studied for a long time, 
avoids irritation of sensitive skin. It contains Marseille Soap that 
dissolves and removes dirt from clothing, while Citric Acid makes 
fabrics soft by returning the fibers to their original state. The 
product is composed of natural ingredients and does not contain 
harmful chemicals.  

Suitable for both hand and machine washing. 

PF20042
250 gr | 20 loads

PF20073
250 gr | 20 loads

NB: Before using our solid detergents, with a high concentration of washing power, it is strongly recommended to perform a 

cleaning of the appliance, carrying out at least one complete vacuum washing cycle, with our washing machine care, at high 

temperatures. After performing this operation our detergents will be ready to ensure maximum cleaning effectiveness.

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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COLORED WASHING

DARK WASH AND JEANS

Effective already at low temperatures, it avoids the discoloration 
of the garments. It does not contain optical brighteners. It is 
a friend of nature being with reduced environmental impact. 
Removes detergent residues by neutralizing unpleasant odors.  

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.  

Like all NATURA AMICA products, it is made with natural, 
concentrated and completely biodegradable ingredients. 

 PF20072
250 gr | 20 loads

Special powder to wash dark garments without discoloring them. 
Color inhibitors, all of natural origin, prevent the transmigration 
of the color itself from one fabric to another, thus avoiding 
unpleasant unforeseen events.  

Suitable for both hand and machine washing. 

PF20071
250 gr | 20 loads

NB: Before using our solid detergents, with a high concentration of washing power, it is strongly recommended to perform a 

cleaning of the appliance, carrying out at least one complete vacuum washing cycle, with our washing machine care, at high 

temperatures. After performing this operation our detergents will be ready to ensure maximum cleaning effectiveness.

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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KANDORA EXTRA
WHITENING DETERGENT

ABAYA
EXTRA BLACK DETERGENT

Super concentrated organic powder designed to avoid discoloration of 
dark garments and refresh the fibers. Thanks to its green formula based 
on natural and biodegradable ingredients.

The product:
-Effectively eliminates all types of stains: oil, grease, makeup, ketchup.  
-Revive the black color making the Abaya brighter. 
-Maintains the original shape of the fabric.  
-Facilitates ironing. 
-Reduces friction/static effect and fiber rubbing to ensure longer life. 
-Leaves no soap residues and/or irritants after washing, preventing skin 
irritation and allergies. 

Suitable for both hand and machine wash. 

Super concentrated organic powder designed to whiten and sanitize 
white fabrics and effectively remove any type of stain. Do not use on wool 
and wool blend. Its green formula based on ecological and biodegradable 
ingredients, contains a natural softener that makes the fibers more silky 
and soft.  

The product:
-Maintains the original shape of the fabric, colour and appearance.  
-Facilitates ironing. 
-Reduces friction/static effect and fiber rubbing to ensure longer life. 
-Leaves no soap residues and/or irritants after washing, preventing skin 
irritation and allergies. 

Suitable for both hand and machine wash. 

NB: Before using our solid detergents, with a high concentration of washing power, it is strongly recommended to perform a 

cleaning of the appliance, carrying out at least one complete vacuum washing cycle, with our washing machine care, at high 

temperatures. After performing this operation our detergents will be ready to ensure maximum cleaning effectiveness.

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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PF20154
250 gr | 20 loads

PF20155
250 gr | 20 loads
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SPORTSWEAR

N
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NB: Before using our solid detergents, with a high concentration of washing power, it is strongly recommended to perform a 

cleaning of the appliance, carrying out at least one complete vacuum washing cycle, with our washing machine care, at high 

temperatures. After performing this operation our detergents will be ready to ensure maximum cleaning effectiveness.

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.

PF20156
250 gr | 20 loads

The eco-detergent powder SPORTS GARMENTS AND SYNTHETIC FIBERS is super concentrated, 
biodegradable, designed to cleanse, sanitize and perfume all sportswear in synthetic and natural fibers 
worn in direct contact with the skin, without leaving residues on the fabrics. Its active ingredients effectively 
eliminate unpleasant odors. Its formula respects the colors keeping them bright without damaging them.

Perfect to be used by hand and in the washing machine. Active already at low temperatures.  

Like all Natura Amica products, it is made with natural, concentrated and completely biodegradable 
ingredients. It does not contain optical brighteners.

8017116201568
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ORGANIC FABRIC SOFTENERS
Softeners in natural concentrated powder, formulated with 

only organic ingredients.

LAVENDER

A super concentrated softener that allows you to obtain a soft 
and fragrant lavender laundry with low dosages. The powder 
dissolves perfectly in contact with water without leaving 
residues in the fibers of the garments and minimizing the risks 
of allergies, irritations and itching.

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.

PF20160
120 gr | 10 loads

LOTUS FLOWER AND BERGAMOT
A super concentrated fabric softener, with low dosages, which 
allows you to get a soft and fragrant laundry for a long time. 
Hypoallergenic, it dissolves perfectly in contact with water without 
leaving residues in the fibers of the garments and minimizing the 
risks of irritation, allergies and itching. 

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.

PF20159
120 gr | 10 loads

0% Phosphates, Optical 
Brighteners, Chemical 
Surfactants Dyes and 

Preservatives
Super concentrated

Hypoallergenic

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.

0% Phosphates, Optical 
Brighteners, Chemical 
Surfactants Dyes and 

Preservatives
Super concentrated

Hypoallergenic
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Ecological and biodegradable concentrated powder to give the 
laundry a pleasant scent of Bergamot and Jasmine, in a natural and 
safe way for the skin. The fragrance lasts a long time. 

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.  

ORGANIC LAUNDRY PERFUMES

BERGAMOT AND JASMINE

Concentrated powder to perfume laundry in a natural and 

safe way. Formulated with only biodegradable ingredients.

LOTUS FLOWER AND WHITE MUSK

Ecological and biodegradable concentrated powder to give the 
laundry a pleasant scent of Lotus Flower and White Musk, in a natural 
and safe way for the skin. The fragrance lasts a long time. 

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.  

PF20066
120 gr | 20 loads

PF20065
120 gr | 20 loads

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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DAMASK ROSE AND VANILLA
Ecological and biodegradable concentrated powder to give the 
laundry a pleasant scent of Damask Rose and Vanilla pods, in a 
natural and safe way for the skin. The fragrance lasts a long time.  

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.  

LAVENDER

Ecological and biodegradable concentrated powder to give the 
laundry a pleasant scent of Lavender, in a natural and safe way for 
the skin. Its formulation makes it particularly suitable for perfuming 
garments in direct contact with the epidermis: undergarments, 
clothing for babies and children, towels and sheets. The fragrance 
lasts a long time.  

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.  

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.

PF20067
120 gr | 20 loads

PF20068
120 gr | 20 loads
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Ecological and biodegradable concentrated powder to give the 
laundry a pleasant scent of Magnolia, in a natural and safe way for 
the skin.  Its warm and refined fragrance lasts a long time on all linen. 

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.  

8017116200707

MAGNOLIA

LILY
Ecological and biodegradable concentrated powder to give the 
laundry a pleasant scent of Lily, in a natural and safe way for the skin. 
Its sophisticated and delicate fragrance lasts a long time on all linens. 

Suitable for both hand and machine washing.  

PF20070
120 gr | 20 loads

PF20064
120 gr | 20 loads

8017116200646

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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WASHING MACHINE CARE

AN INTENSIVE NATURAL TREATMENT TO EXTEND THE LIFE 
OF THE WASHING MACHINE  

Washing Machine Care sanitizes and frees the appliance from 
the residues of chemical detergents and limescale bringing it 
back to its original efficiency and allowing it to last much longer 
over time. 

AN INTENSIVE NATURAL TREATMENT TO EXTEND THE LIFE 
OF THE DISH WASHER.  
 

Dishwasher Care sanitizes and frees the appliance from the 
residues of chemical detergents and limescale bringing it back 
to its original efficiency and allowing it to last much longer over 
time. 

DISHWASHER CARE

CARE LINE
FOR YOUR APPLIANCES

PF20997
100 gr | 4 treatments

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.

PF20096
100 gr | 4 treatments
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RINSE AID
It is a concentrated powder product based on citric acid, a 
completely natural component that gives an exceptional shine 
and shine to the dishes. 

Its powder formulation allows you to minimize water waste.

DISH WASHER POWDER
WITH NATURAL RINSE AID - RED ORANGE SCENT

Dishwasher detergent is a concentrated formulation based on 
degreasing, sanitizing and enzymatic active ingredients. 

The latter are particular protein molecules that act quickly by 
biodegrading even the most stubborn dirt such as fat, food, oil 
etc.

A specific line of powdered products based on biodegradable ingredients with very 

high performance to ensure hygiene and safety for both hand washing and in the 

dishwasher.

LINE FOR DISHES

PF20053
250 gr | 20 doses

PF20038
250 gr | 20 loads

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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PF50551
150 gr

CONCENTRATED POWDER TO WASH DISHES BY HAND, FORMULATED WITH 
ONLY NATURAL INGREDIENTS

Phosphate Free Optical Brightening, 
Synthetic Surfactants
Super concentrated

Hypoallergenic

ORGANIC HAND WASHING 
DISHES POWDER

The Hand Wash powder is formulated only with biodegradable and natural 
ingredients with a high degreasing and sanitizing power. Free of harmful chemicals 
and synthetic surfactants, the product is suitable for washing dishes by hand and 
soaking, does not leave potentially allergenic detergent residues, eliminates dirt 
and bad odors.

SCENT OF BLOOD ORANGE
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8017116201513

DESCALING STEAM MACHINES
Environmentally friendly and odorless, this natural descaling 
agent cleans and keeps steam appliances in perfect condition 
without affecting and corroding their metal parts. Properly 
diluted in water and / or applied directly to the parts to be 
treated, it guarantees effective cleaning of the equipment. 

The 120gr pack allows up to 10 complete treatments (12gr per 
treatment, equal to one tablespoon).

DESCALING COFFEE MACHINES
Biological descaling powder, can be used in coffee machines of 
any type. Thanks to its formula, the product removes limescale, 
cleans and prevents corrosion of metal parts in a natural way. 
The product is odorless and tasteless. 

The 120gr pack allows up to 10 complete treatments (12gr per 
treatment, equal to one tablespoon).

ORGANIC DESCALERS
Concentrated powder based on weak acids to effectively and naturally descale household 

appliances without corroding or affecting the metal parts.

PF52152
120 gr | up to 10 treatments

PF52151
120 gr | up to 10 treatments
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UNIVERSAL SANITIZER 

This concentrated powder product cleanses and sanitizes the 
surfaces with which it comes into contact, avoiding leaving 
stains and streaks. 

With a delicate lemon scent, the product is totally composed of 
simple and completely natural ingredients.

GLASS AND GLOSSY SURFACES

Concentrated product in powder form and composed entirely 
of natural and biodegradable ingredients. Its effectiveness is 
guaranteed by Citric Acid: a totally natural component.  

Its degreasing power allows the impeccable cleaning of glass 
and surfaces, making them perfectly shiny and brilliant.  

PRODUCT SUITABLE FOR STEAM MACHINES FOR GLASS 
CLEANING.

PF20094
120 gr | 10 doses

PF20096
120 gr | 10 doses

Concentrated powder degreasers with an ecological formula based on vegetable 

surfactants that allow you to degrease and sanitize effectively respecting the epidermis 

and the environment.  

ORGANIC DEGREASERS
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PF20541
150 gr 

BATHROOM AND KITCHEN 
CLEANSING POWDER

A concentrated powder product to degrease, cleanse and sanitize all domestic 

surfaces, effortlessly removing any type of dirt, even the most stubborn.  

The surfaces will be clean, shiny, without stains or streaks and deodorized with a 

delicate scent of “LEMON AND GRAPEFRUIT”.  

The product is totally composed of simple and completely natural ingredients.  
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A special line dedicated to all the floors of the house. 

Biodegradable and allergen-free, super fragrant and without rinsing. 

The powder cleaner formulated for marble and stone floors that 
thoroughly removes dirt and leaves surfaces shiny and pleasantly 
scented. It respects the delicacy and is also ideal for cleaning borders, 
marble, stoneware and resin. 

Product suitable for steam brooms, machines and modern robot 
scrubbers.

MARBLE AND STONE

ORGANIC FLOOR CLEANERS

The detergent powder with sanitizing action formulated for a deep 
and effective cleaning of all surfaces, even the most delicate. Practical 
and fast, it dissolves perfectly in water without leaving streaks. Also 
ideal for cleaning sinks and sanitary ware. 

Product suitable for steam brooms, machines and modern robot 
scrubbers.

DISINFECTANT

PF20147
250 gr | 40 loads

PF20146                               801
250 gr | 40 loads

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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PARQUET
The powder detergent designed for wooden and linoleum floors that 
thoroughly removes dirt and leaves bright and pleasantly scented 
surfaces, respecting its delicacy. Also ideal for cleaning beads and 
exposed beams. 

Product suitable for steam brooms, machines and modern robot 
scrubbers.

MULTI SURFACES
The powdered detergent, certified organic, designed to clean all 
types of floors in an effective and ecological way, without leaving 
streaks. It gives a pleasant feeling of cleanliness and a pleasant scent 
of Lavender. Also ideal for cleaning sinks and sanitary ware. 

Product suitable for steam brooms, machines and modern robot 
scrubbers.  

PF20144
250 gr | 40 loads

PF20145
250 gr | 40 loads

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.
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ALWAYS USEFUL
The “always useful” are designed to solve the most common domestic problems. Once again nature 
offers us economic and ingenious solutions to make our home a pleasant, fragrant and welcoming 
place, without aggressive chemicals.

DUSTBIN NATURAL ANTI ODOUR

DEHUMIDIFIES AND ABSORBS BAD ODORS

The bags of our household waste remain inside the buckets with the lid 
sometimes for several days, waiting for replacement. The odor absorber 
absorbs moisture in the circulation and neutralizes the bad smell by acting, 
thanks to the sanitizing salts, on the bacterial flora that causes the problem.

FRIDGE ODOR ABSORBERS AND MOISTURE

DEHUMIDIFIES AND ABSORBS BAD ODORS  

Rocca Alum and Sodium Bicarbonate have the power to absorb bad odors and 
excess moisture inside the refrigerator. In this way fruits and vegetables retain 
their freshness.  

CUPBOARDS AND DRAWERS ANTI MOTH

KEEP YOUR CLOTHES SAFE 

The extracts of plants and flowers, lavender and cypress contained in the bag, 
give a fresh scent and remove moths. Preserves effectiveness for a long time.  

0% Mineral Oils Dyes and Parabens
Each pack contains 2 bags 100% 

Made in Italy

PF20311

PF20310

PF20312
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AIR FRESHENERS
FOR SMALL ROOMS
The scented bags for small rooms, cabinets and drawers, enriched with natural essences, are the 
result of careful research and selection of natural vegetable ingredients.

EACH PACKAGE CONTAINS:
-2 SCENTED ENVELOPES    -1 SCENTED CARDBOARD WITH 3 STRIPS E 2 HOOKS

100% MADE IN ITALY

PF20307

SCOTCH BROOM

PF20305

LAVENDER

PF20304

MAGNOLIA

PF20309

VANILLA & CINNAMON

PF20308

DAFFODIL

PF20303

TALC

PF20306

WHITE MUSK



Pet CARE
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SANITIZER FLOOR CLEANER SPECIFIC FOR ANIMALS

Eco-detergent powder with specific sanitizing action 
for environments with animals. The cleaning action is 
guaranteed by its components.

Product suitable for steam brooms, machines and modern 
robot scrubbers.

ANTI-ODOR FLOOR CLEANER SPECIFIC FOR ANIMALS

Eco-detergent in natural powder, specific to counteract 
germs and bacteria in an effective and ecological way 
thanks to its innovative formula.

Product suitable for steam brooms, machines and modern 
robot scrubbers.

STRONG LYE SPECIFIC FOR ANIMALS

Natural powder detergent suitable for cleansing fabrics in 
contact with animals, ideal for stubborn dirt and difficult 
stains with deep action.

Suitable for both hand washing and washing machine.

PF20078
120 gr | 10 loads

ORGANIC ECODETEGENTS 
FOR ANIMALS
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PF20076
120 gr | 10 loads

PF20074
120 gr | 10 loads

*Any change in color of the product does not affect the functionality and quality of the product.



ORGANIC HYGIENE AND CARE 
FOR ANIMALS
Natura Amica has designed a natural line dedicated to the care and well-being of 

our four-legged friends. Our products do not contain alcohol, dyes, parabens and 

petrolatum. Our natural formulas respect the sensitive skin of the animal. They 

sanitize, protect and pamper our friends in full respect of nature.

The entire PET line is certified organic by AIAB (Italian Association 

of Organic Agriculture) which guarantees a low environmental 

impact and the lack of harmful chemicals.

ORGANIC CERTIFICATION

0%
Alkaline Soaps, Dyes, Parabens, Petrolates, Aluminum 

Hydrochloride

NO HARMFUL CHEMISTRY

NATURAL PROTECTION VAPO AGAINST INSECTS

Spray solution to be applied directly to the pet’s coat without the need for rinsing. 
Ecological and free of harmful chemicals, it is based on Neem oil and essential oils from 
natural perfumes such as camphor, eucalyptus and mint, unwelcome to insects and 
parasites (fleas, ticks, parrots and gadflies).  

PF20978
250 ml

ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED LOTION

The product is applied directly to the pet’s coat without the need for rinsing. It does 
not contain harmful chemicals, it is based on Neem oil and essential oils from natural 
perfumes such as camphor, eucalyptus and mint, unwelcome to insects and parasites 
(fleas, ticks, parrots and gadflies).  
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PF20979
100 ml



EYE LOTION FOR DOGS AND CATS

Specific Dog and Cat eye lotion with decongestant and soothing properties that help reduce 
redness and sanitize the outside of the eye of dogs and cats. For daily cleaning of the periocular 
area.

Product based on:     -Almond oil     -Safflower     -Tea Tree 
HOW TO USE: Pour a small amount of product on a sterile gauze. Gently dab the eyelids and 
tear ducts. Use clean gauze for each eye.

PF20991
100 ml

EAR LOTION 

Natura Amica’s organic ear lotion for dogs and cats, with its combination of natural ingredients, 
cleans the auricle effectively and safely. Regular use of the product protects against dirt or 
other irritating and/or aggressive agents that can lead to itching or other complications.  

Product based on:     -Almond oil     -Safflower      -Tea Tree  
DIRECTIONS: Pour a small amount of product on a cotton ball and gently cleanse your pet’s 
auricle.  

PF20992
100 ml

SHORT HAIR DOG SHAMPOO

Suitable for cleaning and care of short coats and to protect the delicate skin of the animal. 
Physiological PH designed to respect the sensitive skin of the dog. 

Product based on:     -Mangosteen extract with healing and antioxidant properties.  
-Organic Aloe juice with a strong soothing and emollient action. 
-DELICATE FRAGRANCE not to annoy your pet.

PF20974
250 ml

SHAMPOO DOG LONG HAIR

Indicated for cleaning and care of long coats, designed to avoid the formation of knots, it 
enhances the softness and shine of the coat, making the coat easy to comb. Physiological PH 
designed to respect the sensitive skin of the dog.

Product based on:     -Mangosteen extract with healing and antioxidant properties.  
-Organic Aloe juice with a strong soothing and emollient action. 
-DELICATE FRAGRANCE not to annoy your pet.                   

PF20973
250 ml
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VAPO DOG BED ANTI-ODOR

Effective vape solution to eliminate bad odors and sanitize the coat and kennel of pets. 
It does not contain harmful chemistry and is based on natural ingredients such as: 
Rocca Alum (natural mineral salt with sanitizing action) and Organic Aloe Juice for a 
soothing and emollient action.  

PF20976
250 ml

TALC ANTI-ODOR LITTER

Talc Cat Litter is a real innovation: a very fine powder completely natural and easy to 
use. Free of harmful chemicals, it acts thanks to its main organic ingredients: 

-Alum of Rocca a natural antibacterial salt that eliminates the bad smell of excrement.  
-Talc to perfume the rooms.  

PF20975
120 gr 

CAT AND DOG DISSUASOR

The dissuasor of Natura Amica is a vapo no gas liquid ready to use that is applied on 
all surfaces. Thanks to the particular essences, it makes the treated place olfactory 
unwelcome.

Product based on:      -Mangosteen Extract      -Organic Aloe Juice 

PF20980
250 ml

VAPO CAT LITTER ANTI-ODOR

Formulated to eliminate bad smell from cat litter. It is a Natural Vape that helps to 
prolong the time of use of the sand.

-  ORGANIC ALOE JUICE with a soothing action.

PF20977
250 ml 
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SUPPORT AND MARKETING
GROUND DISPLAYGROUND DISPLAY

GROUND EXHIBITOR

ARTICLE CODE  MK00066

DESCRIPTION  EXHIBITOR NATURA AMICA

DIMENSION  38 x 36,5 x 162,5 cm

EXPOSED LINES  GENERICO NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMBER SECTIONAL BETWEEN FORMATS AND PRODUCTS

PIECES BY REFERENCE SECTIONAL

TOTAL PIECES  SECTIONAL

GROUND EXHIBITOR BIG ECODETERSIVE PURO

ARTICLE CODE     MK00067

DESCRIPTION                        GROUND EXHIBITOR   
             NATURA AMICA BIG

DIMENSION     60 x 40 x 146 cm

EXPOSED LINES     GENERIC NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMBERS    SECTIONAL BETWEEN 
             FORMATS AND PRODUCTS
 
PIECES BY REFERENCE    SECTIONAL

This display is made of material

Recycled & Recyclable
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SUPPORT AND MARKETING
PERFUMERSPERFUMERS

EXHIBITOR COUNTER SCENTED PACK

ARTICLE CODES             MK51680

DESCRIPTION             SCENTED PACK

DIMENSION             35,5 x 19,4 x 35 cm

EXPOSED LINES             SCENTED PACK 
      NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMBERS    6

PIECES BY REFERENCE    12

TOTAL PIECES             72

SALAMANDER SINGLE SCENTED PACK

ARTICLE CODE                5658/SAPSING

DESCRIPTION                  SALAMANDER SINGLE

DIMENSION                     85 cm

EXPOSED LINES             SCENTED PACK NATURA AMICA

SALAMANDER SCENTED PACK

ARTICLE CODE                5658/SAPSING2

DESCRIPTION                           SALAMANDRA SINGOLA PROFUMATORI

DIMENSION                     750 mm

SINGLE                             12 PZ

EXPOSED LINES             SCENTED PACK NATURA AMICA
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SUPPORT AND MARKETING
PERFUMERSPERFUMERS

GROUND EXHIBITOR DURABLE SCENTED PACKS

ARTICLE CODE             5658/BUSTE/FISSO

DESCRIPTION     ESPOSITORE TERRA BUSTE PROFUMATE

DIMENSION     38 x 30 x 195 cm

EXPOSED LINES     BUSTE PROFUMATE NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMBERS    12

PIECES BY REFERENCE    12
 
TOTAL PIECES     144

GROUND EXHIBITORS PROMOTIONAL SCENTED PACKS

ARTICLE CODE  5658/BUSTE

DESCRIPTION  GROUND EXHIBITOR SCENTED PACK

DIMENSION  40 x 25 x 150 cm

EXPOSED LINES  SCENTED PACK NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMBERS 12

PIECES BY REFERENCE 24

TOTAL PIECES  216

SALAMANDER SINGLE 7 DOYPACK

ARTICLE CODE                 MK000068

DESCRIPTION                   SALAMANDER SINGLE 7 DOYPACK

DIMENSION                       960 mm

EXPOSED LINES               SCENTED PACK NATURA AMICA



SUPPORT AND MARKETING
HOME CAREHOME CARE
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TRAY BASE ECODETERSIVE PURO

ARTICLE CODE     MK50664

DESCRIPTION     TRAY ECODETERSIVE   
             NATURA AMICA PURO

DIMENSION     21 x 12 x 2,5 cm
  
EXPOSED LINES     NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMBERS    6 MINIDOYPACK

PIECES BY REFERENCE    SECTIONAL  

TOTAL PIECES     MINIMUM 6 pz.

OUTER SCENTED PACKS

ARTICLE CODES  5658/BUSTEOUTER

DESCRIPTION          OUTER SCENTED PACK
 
DIMENSION  11,5 x 15 x 22,5 cm

EXPOSED LINES    SCENTED PACK
  NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMBERS 1 REFERENCE OF 12 PIECES

PIECES BY REFERENCE 12

TOTAL PIECES          12
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SUPPORT AND MARKETING
PERSONAL CAREPERSONAL CARE

TRAY BASE - FOOT BATH

ARTICLE CODE  MK50658

DESCRIPTION  TRAY FOOT BATH

DIMENSION  21 x 12 x 2,5 cm

EXPOSED LINES  NATURA AMICA

REFERENCE NUMERS 6 MINIDOYPACK

PIECES BY REFERENCE SECTIONAL  

TOTAL PIECES  MINIMUM 6 pz.



In 2020, Natura Amica launched its B2B channel, aimed at VAT holders who want to 

buy or restock Natura Amica products online. 

To its customers, the company offers the opportunity to be always updated on the 

latest news, to enjoy special and exclusive promotions designed especially for you 

and above all to order and receive the goods comfortably where and when you want, 

comfortably with a click. 

 

      Scan the qr Code next to it 

or go to the address  https://naturaamica.care/my-account/ , fill in your data and 

become part of the world of Natura Amica. 

In case you have any doubts, we have created for you an explanatory tutorial that 

you can see by pressing the BUTTON HOW TO REGISTER . 

 

Natura Amica, We Love The Future

BECOME A NATURA AMICA PARTNER 
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Can be used by hand

Usable diluted on floors

Usable diluted, in a spray

Can be used pure on a sponge

Usable diluted in water

Can be used diluted to clean surfaces

Can be used diluted to clean Sanitary ware

Machine usable

Can be used in the dishwasher

Can be used in a dryer
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Loc. Larzano di Rivergaro
29029 Rivergaro - Piacenza, Italy

Tel: +39 0523 956763 · Fax: +39 0523 953190
Mail: info@naturaamica.care
Web: www.naturaamica.care

NaturaAmicaCare naturaamica_care Natura Amica Natura Amica


